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Who are we?

OUR POSITION STATEMENTS
Key Position Statement

Girl Guides Australia is the peak organisation for girls and young women. Girl
Guides across Australia has been enabling girls and young women to become
confident, self-respecting, responsible community members. We provide girls
with opportunities to grow, learn and have fun in ways that are relevant to girls
and young women. We provide a foundation for girls and young women to be
the best that they can be and harness their individual potential and make a
difference. We foster personal character based on our values of respect and
collaboration to draw out leadership qualities.

Full Position Statement

Girl Guides Australia is building on our 100-year tradition of helping develop a
brighter and better world around us.
Girl Guides Australia is the peak organisation for girls and young women. Girl
Guides across Australia empowers girls and young women to become
confident, self-respecting, responsible community members. We provide girls
with opportunities to grow, learn and have fun though non-formal learning
based on a unique set of values. Through learning our girls and young women
have a foundation to discover the best that they can be and harness their
individual potential to make a difference. We provide a safe space for girls and
young women to develop life skills and character, to develop their own
leadership style and instill a desire to take action on issues they care about and
contribute to the communities around them.
As a founding member of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts
(WAGGGS) we are members of a worldwide movement of some 10 million
members in 145 countries that provide non-formal education, for girls and
young women to develop leadership and life skills through self-development,
challenge and adventure. We encourage teamwork, help girls to grow in
confidence and inspire girls as young as five to speak up and be heard. Our
focus is on empowering girls and young women and we encourage all girls and
young women to reach their potential, whatever their ability or background. Our
dedicated volunteers Australia-wide make Guiding happen and inspire girls and
young women to be their best in a non-competitive environment. We provide
leadership training and support for our volunteers to gain new skills, which are
transferable to other areas of life.

Aspiring to be Australia's leading organisation for girls
and young women in leadership and personal development.
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Risk Manager
Sue Graves

STATE COMMISSIONER
By Joanne Folder
I would like to begin this year’s report by thanking each and every one of our
volunteers. Without you and the time you give, none of the rest of my report
could have happened. Thank you all for the time you give, for the commitment
you show, and for your passion.
Units have continued to be active members of their communities. Some have
picked up rubbish; others have learnt advocacy and decision making in their
community; some shared games at community events whilst others have
visited nursing homes. Service takes many faces but its commonality is looking
beyond oneself to deliver positive outcomes for others.
Guides have challenged themselves in many of ways this year, earnt a badge,
sailed on a tall ship for the first time, participated in ANAZA Day ceremonies, built
handmade kayaks, public speaking and the ultimate challenge - the Queen’s
Guide Award and Olave Baden Powell Awards. My congratulations to everyone.
Leaders and other Adult Members have also accepted challenges this year.
The experience and skills Guides obtain while members should not be
underestimated as they go out into our communities and help to build a better
world.
The commitment, knowledge and enthusiasm of our members is astounding.
Among the many other activities on offer, our Units and their Leaders have
continued to come together at regular Unit meetings, go camping, challenge
themselves to try new things, meet friends and, above all, have fun.
Six amazing Tasmanian young woman represented Australia at international
events in 2019, I am extremely proud of these woman taking on such huge
personal challenges, BRAVO.
Grace Bunton attend the Helen Storrow Seminar that was held at Our Chalet in
Switzerland. The HSS is an environmental leadership program that inspires and
prepares young women to bring positive change to the natural world. Kristen
Howard attended the Japan International Youth Event 2019 in Tokyo. The events
objective was to develop skills of leadership for young women to build the better
world as a leader with a global perspective.
...continued
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Carey-Lee Richards, Sarah Whitfort (Sydney hub), Natalie Gaffney (Poland hub),
Jess Simpson (Sydney hub) and Carey-Lee Richards (Oman hub) attended the
Juliette Low Seminar as participants, Rosie Waite also attended as a facilitator.
Rosie’s JLS facilitator training was in Uganda and then facilitated in the New York
hub. The Juliette Low Seminar is WAGGGS’ flagship leadership development
event for young people for young woman aged 20 – 30 years.
In May we welcomed Mary Coulson to the State Executive Officer role. Together
with Sue Davidson and Sarah Whitfort Guide House continues to deliver much
needed support and services to our members.
Girl Guides Tasmania continues to work as an active member of Girl Guides
Australia. We are actively contributing to the National Committees, Teams and
Board. GGT is always well represented at Guiding national level ensuring our
Sates voice is heard.
This year we continued our strong ties with Scouts Tasmania. Our members
actively participated in the very popular annual Scout Guide Regatta held at
Snug and the annual Gang Show. For the first time youth members (8 – 10 years)
attend the Scouts Cuboree in Hobart. Girl Guides Tasmania is working closely
with Girl Guides South Australia and Girl Guides Victoria sharing skills and
resources.
Many thanks to the members of the State Guiding Committee, the Board,
Managers, committee members and staff for their support and their willingness
to share their knowledge, expertise and experience.
Girl Guides Tasmania matters because girls matter and what they want for their
future matters. Our program continues to strive to be dynamic, relevant and
constantly evolving to meet the ever changing needs and interests of today’s
girls and young women.
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GGA BOARD DIRECTOR
By Kate Alcorso
2019 has been a transformational year in the leadership of Girl Guides Australia. I
was pleased to report at the end of 2018 that Janet Torney had been appointed
as Chair of the Girl Guides Australia Board and Rosemary Derwin was appointed
as Chief Commissioner. During 2019, the makeup of the leadership team was
completed through the appointment of Trish Manten as CEO. This strong team
of amazing women have been instrumental in the massive amount of work
undertaken by GGA during the year.
GGA and SGGOs have continued to work collaboratively through strategic
planning sessions on multiple relevant issues. This culminated in an agreement
to enter into a new Memorandum of Understanding between GGA and each
SGGO. This was a massive project and the entry into the MOU sets a positive
tone for the start of 2020.
GGA also undertook significant work to consider what changes may be
necessary to the GGA governance structure. This resulted in the issue of a new
Governance Framework in September.
The structural changes continue to be rolled out at a GGA level and SGGOs will
engage with each other and GGA in this process during 2020 (and beyond).
The GGA Board also continued work on reforms to the Child Safe Child Friendly
policies, our risk profile and oversight of operational processes. In addition, GGA
provided support to Girl Guides NSW & ACT and Girl Guides NT in their merger.
GGNSW ACT & NT launched in the latter half of 2019 with the Northern Territory
becoming a region within the merged organisation with positive benefits for
Northern Territory members.
2019 finished with two major and unexpected projects. The first was a massive
change to the biscuit campaign. Secondly GGA developed a swift response to
the outpouring of support for Girl Guides and Australians affected by the
bushfire crisis, by setting up the Bushfire Emergency Fund. The GGA Leadership
Team and staff at Girl Guides Australia must be commended for their work on
these projects, in very short timeframes, that will roll out over 2020.
It is clear that 2020 will be a very busy year for GGA and for GGT in moving
forward these projects and reforms for the benefit of Guides in Tasmania and
Australia wide.
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STATE EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND FINANCE
By Mary Coulson
After a wonderful seven months at Girl Guides Tasmania, I am proud to present
this report to you. I would like to thank our staff, Board, Committees, Volunteers
and Members for their support, ongoing commitment, passion and skills. I hope
you enjoy reading about some of our incredible programs from 2019 within this
annual report.
This year has been one of success, positive change and progress. There have, of
course, been challenges which will always be the case, however, the positive
outcomes far outweigh these.
Our focus continues to be on growing and supporting our members and
volunteers across the state. As with all Associations across the country, the
requirement to comply with, and rollout new policies and procedures to meet
obligations under an ever-changing State and Federal legislative climate, Girl
Guides Tasmania will be introducing new and revised policies and procedures
during the year to ensure we remain current and able to meet these new
requirements.
Our dedicated volunteers are essential to achieving positive outcomes for our
girls and young women, delivery of the Australian Guiding Program (AGP),
coordinating fundraising activities, helping to keep our facilities and grounds
safe and presentable, keeping the finances in check, ensuring all forms and
reports are completed, and supporting our operations. There are far too many
activities and events run by our incredible volunteers to mention here, however,
every volunteer who donates their time for Guiding is greatly appreciated. My
sincerest thanks to each one of you.
I’d like to also thank our Board and Committee members for their enormous
support, not only overseeing the governance of Girl Guides Tasmania but also
volunteering significant hours within their own units and Districts.
We ended the year with 521 Youth Members and 179 Adult Members, across 47
Units statewide.

...continued
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Our Finances

Girl Guides ended the 2019 year with an operating profit of $19,041, which was
driven by revenue recognition, property revaluations, investment performance,
staff movements, tightening of expenses and revised financial operating
procedures.

Income

82% of Operating income is derived from investment interests.
76% of Biscuit income includes reimbursements from Units/Districts for biscuit
purchases. While net biscuit profit to GGT reduced in 2019, it remained an
important source of additional funding for our operations.
66 Guides received $100 towards their membership from Ticket To Play funding.

Expenses

Our largest expenses include insurance, GGA membership, biscuits, wages and
Guide shop expenses.
Campsite income and expenses includes the Orana and Nindethana
properties.

....continued
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Special Purpose Fund Allocations

16 Guides received financial assistance to the value of their membership, from
the Finlay Boomerang Special Fund.
2 Guides received financial assistance from the Pocock Manning Special Fund.
4 Guides & 1 Leader received financial assistance from the Julie Miller Memorial
Fund
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Audit Outcomes

The Girl Guides Tasmania Board was pleased to receive from Crowe Horwath a
‘clean’ audit report that confirmed no unresolved issues from prior years and
made recommendations for future years that were based on changes in
Accounting Standards and best practice for the Not For Profits. No
recommendations related to issues surrounding compliance. The report
evidenced the work that had been done over the prior 12 months to improve
financial reporting for GGT.
The members of the Finance and Property Committee continue to provide
valuable consideration and recommendations to the Board on financial
matters. While the Treasurer role was vacant at the end of 2019, Guide House
and the Finance & Property Committee have ensured that all required tasks
have been undertaken. A review of the Treasurer position description has been
undertaken.

Investments

Our investment income in 2019 continued to be affected by the lowering of
interest rates by the Reserve Bank and therefore financial institutions. The share
market remained strong in 2019. The Board’s decision in 2016 to move to a
diversified portfolio of investments, has reduced the impact that reduced
interest rates had on returns as we continued to receive benefits from other
investments. However, the reduction of interest rates has still negatively
impacted overall return. The Board will have the opportunity to reconsider
investments in 2020 as investments come due throughout the year.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
By Sue Graves - Risk Manager
The Risk Management Proformas for each of the campsites have been updated
and identified risks have been acted upon by the Campsite committees.
The number of Risk Assessments completed is improving and the Leaders are
becoming aware of the importance of completion of these documents.
ADM 24(B) forms when submitted are followed up with all parties involved in a
timely manner.
Management of Police Checks & WWVP checks is undertaken by Guide House &
processes have been developed and implemented to follow up overdue
checks.

CONSULTATIVE & APPEALS
COMMITTEE
By Barbara Harrison - Chairperson
To fulfil its constitutional responsibilities, the Consultative and Appeals
committee met early in 2020 to review the activities of 2019 with the State
Commissioner and her Deputy. Earlier in the year, the Girl Guides Tasmania
Board had undertaken their own self-appraisal which was shared with the
committee.
A range of documents were reviewed, considering whether there had been
compliance with the requirements of the constitution. The meeting discussed
several improvements and issues that had faced the Board in 2019. It was noted
that there had been a need to hold a Special General Meeting to complete the
business of the Annual General Meeting and that this was held in July 2019.
The Committee is satisfied that compliance with the constitution has occurred,
including financial compliance and the systems used to appoint board
members. The use of the Strategic Priorities document has given focus to Board
committees and it is also noted that while vacancies remain in several state
roles, the relationship and cooperation between the Board, State Guiding
Committee and paid staff has enabled Girl Guiding activities to meet the needs
of our members.
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PROGRAM
By Crystal Adams

The Australian Girl Guide Program encourages girls to lead in their own learning.
This can be a fascinating process to watch and be involved in as girls of all ages
are curious, creative, innovative, and determined. Although the Tasmanian State
Program Team were not operating for much of 2019, unit leaders all across the
state were involved in helping girls to achieve their goals and challenge
themselves
During 2019 three youth members of Guides achieved the peak achievement
award for youth members, the Queen’s Guide Award. The Queen’s Guide Award
provides Guides with an opportunity for extraordinary personal development
and greater self-awareness.
• Frankie Clarke from Carrick Bowerbank Guides
• Niamh Carr from Burnie Jeedara Girl Guides
• Britany Cliffeleffer from Elanora Ranger Guides
The most popular badge achieved in 2019 was the WAGGGS World Thinking Day
badge, with 520 badges earned by both girls and leaders. World Thinking Day
2019 was dedicated to the group of girls who took the lead in 1909 and
demanded Lord Baden-Powell create ‘something for the girls. This badge
exemplified the informal education that Girl Guides Tasmania is focused on.
Leadership: 110 years of adventure was designed to be played as a game with
cards, with activities ranging from creating slogans for the girls attending the
Crystal Palace Rally, making peace dove origami for Pax Lodge, to learning
about the World Thinking Day Fund.
Saluting their Service was the second most popular badge, with 351 achieved
this year. The ANZAC Day syllabus explored communication during wartime like
the radio, airplanes, telegraphs, animals and more.
109 girls achieved their Action Guide badge this year. This badge is focused on
girls being active members within their Guiding communities and requires girls
to participate in three Guiding activities or events and two service activities.
There are more open-ended badges to be achieved in the Australian Guide
Program and these include the Discover, Explore, Create, and Achieve a
Challenge badge syllabus.
....continued
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Tasmanian Girl Guides were awarded a total of 1634 of these badges with the
most popular ones being:
• Create a Challenge: Australia
• Create a Challenge: Eyes
• Create a Challenge: Hands
• Achieve a Challenge: Life Skills, Trefoil 1
• Achieve a Challenge: Camping, Trefoil 1
Jamboree on the Air and Jamboree on the Internet (JOTA JOTI) was popular
again this year with 7 units attending for a total of 86 girls. This is an international
program that connects Guides and Scouts all over the world through either the
internet or over radio.
Another popular joint program was the annual Scout Guide Regatta. For many
units this is a highlight of their Guiding calendar as it challenges girls to
experience water activities like kayaking, pacer boats, dinghies, and water
adjacent activities like sandcastle competitions and gum boot throws. This
weekend event brought units together from all parts of the state to experience
fun and friendship.
Lone Guides started up this year, offering an opportunity for girls unable to
attend meetings to become Guides or continue their Guiding journey. This
wonderful endeavour has been lead by Leonie Struthers and Linda Duran.
Thank you to the wonderful Unit Leaders across the state who have made
quality Guiding available to their girls, and I look forward to working with the
recently re-formed State Program Team.
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OUTDOORS
By Anita Kerrison - Outdoors Manager
Outdoors in 2019 included lots of fun,
adventure, new challenges and firsts for
Girl Guides Tasmania girls and leaders.
2019 included the much-loved annual
events including: The 56th Annual Scout
Guide Regatta held over the long weekend
in March had 127 Guides, 8 members of the
Olave Program plus their dedicated
Leaders.
It was a wonderful weekend full of water,
beach and land activities where great
friendships were both made and renewed.
The Guides challenged themselves with
many new experiences from sailing in
pacer dinghies, hand paddling a kayak or
participating on the greasy pole.
Patchawee was held in November at Scout Island, with 74 girls from 12 Units
across the State participated. Guides competed as a patrol during the
weekend to complete many challenges covering outdoor skills, environmental
activities including a service project, craft activities, team games and spiritual
activities. Ulverstone Kiara Guides took out the prized ‘Spirit of Guiding’ Award.
In addition to our much-anticipated annual events GGT had two firsts during
2019 including the Cuboree and Sail Training Leadership courses on the
Windward Bound.
....continued
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Girl Guides Tasmania were invited by Scouts Tasmania to participate in the 25th
Cuboree “ROCKS”, held at the Lea in October. This event was for 8 – 10 years olds
and a first for GGT, 19 girls from 7 units from around the State came together in
September for a pre-camp at Orana. Many of the Guides came to camp
without their leaders and some not even knowing anyone.
They had never erected a tent let alone slept in a tent, learnt how to care for
their own belongings, wash up dishes camp style, work in patrols and most
importantly make some lifetime friendships. When Cuboree came around 22
Guides, 3 Patrol Leaders and 6 Leaders were amongst 600 Scouts for a weekend
of fun. The activities varied from a visit to the University Geology department,
abseiling, go carting, recycled musical instruments, bush doughnuts and much
more. The Guides were very tired by the end of the weekend but were buzzing
with stories to share with their units.
In November Sarah Hingston and Claire Davis participated in a 10-day voyage
on the Windeward Bound for young adults working or involved in community
youth programs as a way of leadership development. Sarah and Claire were
two of 13 trainees on board divided into 3 watches responsible with crew for the
running of the ship.
In December Eloise Piper got the
chance to participate on a 10-day
voyage with a group of refugees as
part of a mentoring program. Eloise
learnt about life on board a ship but
also shared and listened to each other’s
stories particularly those of the
refugees.
All three Guides have some brilliant
stories to share of their adventures,
challenges and fears that they
overcame.
Units from around the State have
participated in a wide range of camps
from wilderness expeditions, outdoor
and indoor camping to sleepovers. We
have had a good number of Leaders
gaining their camping qualifications.
I look forward to an exciting year of
more firsts in the Outdoors in 2020.
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INTERNATIONAL
By Kathy Edwards - International Manager
Girl Guides Tasmania had 4 young ladies participate in the WAGGGS Juliet Low
Seminar in November 2019. The participants where Natalie Gaffney who travelled
to Poland, Carey Lee Richards travelled to Omen, Sarah Whitfield travelled to
Sydney Australia and Jessica Simpson travelled to Madagascar. Rosie Waite was
a facilitator in New York.
The JLS is a WAGGGS flagship leadership development event for young women.
The event provides participates with adventure, culture experiences and
opportunity to make new friends. There where 1,000 WAGGGS members aged 20
-30, who shared a unique international leadership adventure in 20 countries
around the world.
Many individuals and units participated in JOTA/JOTI.
Grace Bunton participated in the Helen Storrow Seminar at Our Chalet in
Switzerland. This seminar is a annual event held in the Swiss alps. This event is a
unique opportunity for leadership development. The seminar explores the
environmental issues of today, focuses on ways to raise awareness and use
practical skills to Create sustainable changes to help the environment
Girl Guides from the McIntyre Region planned and had a trip to Tokyo Japan,
enjoyed by all.
Bev Brooke attended the UK Trefoil National gathering.
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OLAVES
By Claire Davis - Olave Manager
The Olave Program is a section of Girl Guides for young women aged 18-30. In
Tasmania, there are several active peer groups across the state. Peer unit
activities have included potluck dinners, scavenger hunts, skill sharing,
campfires, hikes and more!
Tasmanian Olaves began the year of 2019 with a race across the state. The
Great Olave Chase saw teams start from Ulverstone and Hobart, and find their
way through a series of challenges to reach a secret campsite. This successful
event was enjoyed by all and provided an opportunity for friendships to be
formed and strengthened.
The Scout Guide Regatta was as enjoyable as ever,
with plenty of friendly competition and comradery
between peer groups as well as between Olaves
and Rover Scouts. Much fun was had over the
weekend, with Southern Olaves continuing their
streak of
marathon wrap making and Ulverstone Olaves
bringing in some rowing wins.
Mieke Richards and Holly Stephens achieved their
Olave Baden-Powell Award which is the peak
achievement award for Olaves. This award requires
a strong commitment to self-development and
service.
Individual experiences of Olaves included
travelling overseas to World Centres and Tall Ship
sailing.
Sarah Whitfort and Natalie Gaffney attended the
Juliette Low Seminar. This seminar is WAGGGS'
flagship leadership development event for young
people. It was held in hubs around the world. Sarah
attending in Sydney and Natalie went to Poland.
Grace Bunton attend the Helen Storrow Seminar
that was held at Our Chalet in Switzerland. The
seminar is an environmental leadership program
that inspires and prepares young women to bring
positive change to the natural world.
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TASMANIAN TREFOIL GUILD
By Bev Brooke - State Trefoil Guild Advisor
It is my pleasure to present my report as Tasmanian Trefoil Guild Adviser. We
started the year with 84 financial members and 9 Trefoil Guilds, three in the
North, one in the Midlands and five in the South.
The year commenced as usual with Guilds celebrating Thinking Day, mostly in
regions. Several southern members enjoyed a Thinking Day breakfast at Jam
Packed Restaurant with members of Girl Guides Tasmania and the Hobart
International Group.
March as usual was a busy month, Trefoil members from NSW, Victoria and
Tasmania arrived in Hobart on board the “Queen Elizabeth” and were met at the
cruise ship terminal by Gaylene Palmer, Nancy Woodward and myself. The
members who hadn’t organised a tour or a visit with family, did a walking tour
with us around the docks to Salamanca, up Kelly Steps to Battery Point & Arthur
Circus.
Yet again this year members and their husbands supported the Annual Scout
Guide Regatta at Snug. Members of Boronia & Eastern Shore Trefoil Guilds filled
thousands of salad rolls over the weekend. Boronia members also assisted with
the count out of receipts, wristbands and pennants into the Regatta ‘Show Bags’;
helped at the Friday night registrations and manned a rescue boat for most of
the event. The Scout Guide Regatta Committee is very appreciative of this
donation of time and skills by Trefoil Guild members and their husbands.
The 50th State Trefoil Guild Gathering was held on 22-24 March 2019 at Orana
and was a fantastic weekend. Nineteen members stayed the whole weekend,
including the Australian Trefoil Guild Adviser, Marcia Andrews and a visitor from
Belburn Trefoil Guild in Victoria who is working in Launceston for 12 months so
has temporally joined with McIntyre Trefoil Guild.
On Saturday, we were joined by a further 22 members for the AGM business
session, lunch and two very informative speakers either side of afternoon tea.
Firstly, Jenny Day from the Stroke Foundation spoke to us about the importance
of recognising the symptoms of having a stroke and getting medical help as
soon as possible. Then Kate Rumney spoke to us about the Olaves’ Program and
her challenges for the Olave Baden-Powell Award.
....continued
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Years of Membership Awards were presented to 25 members, from 3 years to 50
years, totalling 778 years of service to Girl Guides. Denise Leake & Beryl Goodwin
each received 50 Years of Membership.
In the evening, we all enjoyed a Roast Dinner prepared by two of the members’
husbands who also provided us with the Friday Night BBQ and as usual, at any
Trefoil function, we were all well fed. After dinner, we were taken on a flight to
Switzerland by our newest Guild, Connection Infinity and on arrival at Our Chalet,
we were met via Skype by Ally Hooper (an Australian, who is working there) and
given a tour of Our Chalet and the surrounding village and valleys. The highlight
of the weekend and I’m sure it will be talked about for a long time. On the flight
back to Hobart, Australian Trefoil Guild Adviser, Marcia Andrews, presented
Awards to four very surprised members – Denise Leake - Wattle Award; Gaylene
Palmer - Flowering Gum Award; Leonie Howard and Bev Brooke – the Emu
Award.
Glenorchy Trefoil Guild celebrated their 45th Birthday in May and were joined for
lunch at the Royal Botanical Gardens by members from other southern Guilds.
Girl Guide Biscuit selling again took place in May, a good opportunity for us to be
seen in the community.
Members answered the call for help from the Orana Committee to help with the
stacking of wood from the trees that sadly had to be removed for safety
reasons. Many hands made light work and there is now a good supply of
firewood at the campsite. The Australian Trefoil Guild donated $500.00 towards
the purchase of new trees to replace the ones removed. Members were also
asked to help out with the catering at Girl Guides Tasmania LINK (LeadershipInterest-Networking-Knowledge) Weekend providing soup, sandwiches,
savouries and slices for Saturday and Sunday lunches and cooking a roast
dinner for Saturday night.
...continued
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Throughout the year Guilds have worked on a variety of projects e.g. Care
packages distribution to Women’s Shelters; ‘Share the Dignity’ backpacks;
material donated to the Days for Girls program; collected lids for the Lids4Kids
program for turning them into prosthetic limbs for children using a 3D printer;
collected the bread tags that are repurposed into a range of products such as
seedling trays, picture frames, door knobs, coat hangers etc. The money earned
from selling the tags is used to buy wheelchairs for people who can’t afford to
buy them; Christmas Boxes were filled for Samaritan’s Purse and for Defence
Force personnel serving overseas. Members have also worked with Girl Guide
Archives and at Orana Camp site. Money was raised and donated to local
Guiding Units and other worthwhile community organisations.
Several members continue to work on their Southern Cross Challenges and Dark
Horse Venture projects and this year Jenny Wiggins from Eastern Shore Trefoil
gained her Gold Dark Horse Venture Award.
Sadly, we had several members ‘Go Home” this year and we fondly remember
them for all that they gave to Guiding and the many fun times shared over the
years. Rest in peace – Edith Allen - Roland Guild; Patricia Findlay - Burnie Guild;
Sue Viney - Boronia Guild; Sibyle Young and Jean Robilliard - Bellerive Guild and
Joan Murphy - Eastern Shore Guild.
Trefoil Guilds have had another very productive year in 2019 and as State
Adviser, I am very proud of the work they do supporting Guiding throughout the
State as well as numerous Community projects throughout the State.
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ARCHIVES
By Heather Martin
The Girl Guides Tasmania Archives committee continues
to meet on a monthly basis and donations of Guiding
memorabilia are regularly received from members of
the public as well as from Guiding people. Archives are
very appreciative of the many items donated to them.
Over the years since the Guide House fire, our collection
of old uniforms has been replaced from the numerous
donations received. Brownie, Guide and Leader uniforms
can be borrowed by units.
A meeting was arranged to show the Archives room to
the Lone Guide Unit the weekend they were camping at
Orana and the girls were very interested in the old
uniforms. A display was set up in the Archives room for
the visit to Orana by members of the Olave BadenPowell Society.
We made a visit to the Channel History Centre in relation
to the Kingborough Guiding Photos held there and
which had been donated by Mrs Phyl Norton. Nine
albums were located with a total of over 700 Guiding
photos. These albums are remaining at the Channel
History Centre and Archives have obtained copies of all
the photos.
We also had an
enjoyable visit from
representatives of the
Scouts Tasmania
Archives Committee,
where we exchanged
various guiding and
scouting items.
The Archives Committee
are very appreciative of
the recent publicity per
Girl Guides Tasmania
Facebook page.
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HOBART INTERNATIONAL
GROUP
By Anne Crummy
2019 was a much quieter year for the Hobart International Group. But we
continue to share our interest in Girl Guiding; learning more about the wide
range of opportunities Guiding offers our members and hearing about the
events and places members of Girl Guides Tasmania have travelled to and the
events they have attended. We continue to support members of Girl Guides
Tasmania attend events and enjoy learning of their experiences.
It has been with great sadness that we have lost three valuable members of the
Hobart International Group over the past months; Sue Viney, OAM, Eileen
Harrison, OAM, and Trish Wilson who between them gave 156 years of service to
Girl Guiding.
Thinking Day was again celebrated with a breakfast meeting of around 20
members of Girl Guides Tasmania and members of the HIG. at Jam Packed
Café, Hobart.
Throughout the year we heard from inspiring members of Girl Guides Tasmania.
Anne Brown & Margaret Mead spoke of their trip to Israel.
...continued
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Grace Bunton about her three-month volunteer role at Our Chalet which also
incorporated attending the WAGGGS Helen Storrow Seminar on Environmental
Leadership.
In October Rosie Waite presented her experience at Kusafiri where she
undertook facilitator training for the upcoming Juliette Lowe Seminar of which
Rosie was part of the facilitating team at the USA Hub in New York.
Our Committee donated Guide Shop gift vouchers to adult members attending
international events in Japan, and the five Girl Guides Tasmania participants
attending Juliette Lowe Seminars in Australia, Oman, USA and Poland.
In 2019 we trialed the idea of members of the Committee paying $25.00 per
person per annum as membership/ fundraising to replace previous fundraising
avenues. We also had members who assisted in biscuit selling in 2019.
I would like to express thanks to the ongoing support of the office bearers Vicki
Dow, Diane Truskett and Helen Geard whose commitment and experience keeps
the Committee running smoothly.
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MCINTYRE REGION
By Lynne Watson - Region Manager

2019 was a year for the Guides and Leaders of McIntyre Region to “Look Wider
Still”
In very late December 2018 and early January 2019 Guides and Leaders from
Cataract and Bowerbank Guides travelled to Japan spending time with Girl
Scouts in Tokyo and Ikeda and enjoying some wonderful sightseeing Hogsmeade Village, dressing in Kimonos and watching the sun rise over Mt Fuji
on New Year’s Day.
Kirsten Howard also travelled to Japan as one of two Australians to participate
in Japan’s International Youth Event and we had three leaders participate in the
Juliette Lowe Seminars (JLS) across the globe – Carey Lee Richards travelled to
Oman, Natalie Gaffney to Poland and Rosie Waite was one of the facilitators at
the JLS Event in New York.
There were plenty of opportunities for Guides and Leaders to “Look Wide”
Bowerbank and Southern Star Guides camped at Nindethana over the
Thinking Day Weekend – other Guides joined them for a day of activities,
barbeque tea together and campfire.
Bridport, Cormiston and Cataract Units made the road trip south to Regatta.
...continued
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Esk and Central North Districts enjoyed a crisp clear night at the Bowerbank
Guides annual Mid-Winter Solstice night hike and campfire.
For the first time in many years the Region experienced a Dark and Stormy
Night at the Maritime College pool in July – scrambling up the side of a “ship”
climbing into rescue crafts in rough seas and jumping overboard in the dark.
Units enjoyed camps at Nindethana, Scout Island and Ben Lomond in all sorts
of weather.
We scaled the quarry wall at Penny Royal World at Cataract Gorge and
enjoyed morning tea with the State Commissioner and members of the local
community at Carrick raising funds for Guides in the Bahamas following the
devastating cyclone.
We spoke to Guides and Scouts here and around the world at JOTA / JOTI.
And celebrated with Brooke Dobson and Shinae Aurick who achieved their
Queen’s Guide Award.
Finally, to end a fantastic year of fun, friendship and adventure, we hosted
Patchawee at Scout Island – my thanks to Sam and Carey Lee.
There were plenty of opportunities for Service as well. Clean Up Australia, ANZAC
Day, caring for lost children at Festivale and AGFEST, learning how to support our
wombat community as they struggle with mange and raising funds for the
Examiner Winter Relief Appeal.
Unfortunately, the Beaconsfield Guide Unit closed at the end of the year – our
thanks to Kelly Turmine who has led the Unit for many years.
My thanks to all the Leaders, Guides parents and Guiding Friends for another
memorable year of Guiding
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NORTH-WEST REGION
By Laura Anderson - Region Manager
Guides are out and about early in the year, with many units holding their
Thinking Day activities in the community, to show what Girl Guides are all about.
The beautiful weather early in the year, means that many community events
are held in February, March and April, and Girl Guides are often invited to be a
part of the planning, or can be seen at these events, providing a service in
uniform, as an example of what Girl Guides can do.
There are often conversations between leaders and parents, or grandparents,
reminiscing about their own time in Girl Guides, and then conversations in
families, that can lead to girls wanting to know more about Girl Guides
themselves.
Scout Guide Regatta is always well attended by units in the North West, and this
year, the Ulverstone Olave crew were crowned Under 26 Rowing Champions,
with a team that had been rowing together every year since they were 11 years
old! This was an all-female team, up against all-male, and mixed crews.
Girl Guides in the North West participate each year in Relay for Life, a fundraising
event for Cancer Council Australia. The ‘Guides for Life’ team raised around
$1400 in 2019, with a small group of leaders, girls and parents, walking the
Penguin Athletics track throughout the day and night. Thank you to Kathy
Edwards, Hellyer District Manager for organising this annually.
...continued
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Around the region, Girl Guides support their communities in their ANZAC Day
Commemorations. Ulverstone Girl Guide Leader, Mieke Richards addressed a
crowd of hundreds, as guest speaker at the 11am service on ANZAC Day. Mieke
spoke of the values of teamwork and endurance as key pillars of the Anzac
spirit, and what their efforts mean to modern Australia. Burnie and Wynyard
Guides participate in an ANZAC Day Vigil, and Dawn Service at Burnie Park, and
then participate in marches in Somerset and Burnie. Devonport Guides held a
sleepover and attended the local Dawn Service.
Two Guides from Burnie attended the 25th Scouts Tasmania Cuboree 11-13, and
had a great time. It was the first time that Girl Guides have been invited to
participate in this bi-annual event, and the girls reported that it was great to
camp along with 600 other people! Guides were go-karting, abseiling, made
bush donuts, and travelled into Hobart to visit the University of Tasmania to learn
about rocks and fossils! Thank you to Kathy Edwards, for making it possible for
NW girls to attend.
Our first NW Region Camp for a very long time, was held on 18-20 October, at
Paton Park. It was cold and wet, but there was no stopping the Guiding Spirit
from shining through! Devonport Leader, Crystal Adams, took us travelling back
in time to explore Guiding traditions and two Smithton Junior Leaders, Scarlett
and Francesca, organised a great campfire on the Saturday night.
Marie Barber resigned as a leader of Lowanna Guides, in Ulverstone. I would like
to thank Marie, for her many years in the Central Coast District, and her recent
role in providing liaison between the Region and the District.
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SOUTH-WEST REGION
By Virginia Ryan - Region Manager
In 2019 six Districts comprised the South West Region. All Districts were active
throughout the year with a plethora of fun, adventure and learning. Here is a
small selection of the many highlights from the Region’s Girl Guides Units.

Geeveston

What a year for Geeveston! From the lows of devastating bush fires in January
to the highs of their first Baden Powell award and a winning group in the
Christmas parade .
Geeveston Platypus and Hartz Guide Units had a delayed start to meetings as
the bushfires in January and February had significantly affected the beginning
of the school year and Geeveston was among the worst affected area. This
meant a delay of 3 weeks later than normal commencing their program for the
year. Nevertheless, the Units managed to be involved in their big fundraiser in
Geeveston (Wheels in the Park) and only a couple of weeks later had an Anzac
day sleepover at the Community Hall for all the girls. This was a great icebreaker
for new members and girls who had not seen each other much over the long
summer holidays.
Every year, Geeveston Guides has the privilege of serving Anzac day breakfast
at the RSL to members of the public, and the girls relished this service
opportunity.
As well as the usual program, some highlights from the year included Bird box
and trinket box making with Jess from Bunnings.
....continued
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My Kitchen Rules bake-off cooked completely on Trangias (very yummy), precamp day with the fabulous Kathy Cane who ran an awesome day in the Bush
at Sacred Heart Catholic School grounds putting up Bell tents and cooking a
whole chicken on the fire with coat-hangers and foil.
Ruth Shilcock achieved her Baden Powell (BP) award after two years of hard
work. The State Commissioner, Jo Folder, came to present this to her and all had
a wonderful night celebrating this first BP award for Geeveston.
We then had our October camp at Rivers Edge and had great fun for 3 days
playing games and cooking lunch (including a completely vegan meal) on the
fire.

Huon Explorer Guides

In third term of 2019 Huon Explorer Guides ran a fake wounds night. The fake
wound dressings were so convincing that during one activity when Eagle
(Andrea) gently put a stick on the fake burn wound for effect. The 6 year old girl
became so worried about her ‘wound’ that Eagle had to quickly remove the
‘wound’ to show it wasn’t real…… then the girl wanted her ‘wound’ back on again.
Each Guide couldn’t wait to show parents (who’s momentary faces were worthy
of a photo too) except one who was going to visit mum in hospital and didn’t
want to worry her. The night was memorable.

Glenorchy Girl Guides New Kitchen

Glenorchy Girl Guides were very excited last year to receive a grant from Nystar
to build a new kitchen in their hall which they have wanted and needed for over
25 years.
This new kitchen is an asset for our guides to cook and work in with easier
cupboards and draws to open, so no more jammed fingers. A new stove and
kitchen sink was also installed.
The guides regularly use the kitchen for things such as sleepovers, special events
including Easter, Christmas and Mother’s Day and when doing crafts, experiments
and cook outs.
...continued
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We hire our hall out to help with bills and upkeep of the hall. Our hirers enjoy the
easiness of the new kitchen and working space. The kitchen was designed by
one of our Girl Guide fathers with the help and input of the leaders and the
support group. The old kitchen was pulled out and the new kitchen installed by
the father and a leader’s husband. A local electrician also helped with the
electrics for a small donation of a few packs of biscuits!
Finally, the walls were painted by two of our Girl Guide leaders. The advantage of
having all this fabulous volunteer work meant we were able to keep the cost of
the kitchen down.
We had an opening of our kitchen where we invited representatives from Nyrstar,
Girl Guide leaders and parents. It was a heart-warming evening with much
gratitude and pride. We had a plaque made thanking Nystar which is proudly
hung in our kitchen as we couldn’t have done the renovation without their
support.
Nystar featured this event and the kitchen upgrade in their monthly newsletter,
which was great publicity for the unit.
Our Guides are looking forward to utilising the wonderful kitchen for many more
years to come.
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LONE GIRL GUIDES
By Leonie Whitfort - Unit Leader
2019 - our first full year of
operation for the restarted unit.
Early in the year our membership
rose to five girls. The group is
open to all girls between 5 and 17.
All girls are there for different
reasons – not being able to fit
into the time slot available for the
conventional unit, special needs
or not having your age group
available in the local area.
Programs are tailored for the age
group /needs, but the theme is
usually the same across the
ages. We had a busy year with a
range of activities from Craft,
Christmas activities , Service and
Outdoors.
The girls joined with other units
such as Sorell Guides for Thinking
Day and the Sorell Fair and with
Scout units (eg JOTA). We held
our first camp in September at
Orana. Lots of new skills were
taught and fun was had. It was a
great weekend and we think all
the girls left feeling very satisfied
with themselves. Overall our
program is very similar to any
other Guide unit – just the
delivery is different.
We still have plenty of room, so if
anyone knows of girls who would
like to be a Guide, but can’t
attend a unit meeting for
whatever reason, please let us
know.
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QUEEN'S GUIDE AND OLAVE
BADEN POWELL AWARDS
2019
By Anita Kerrison
In May, Her Excellency Professor the Honourable Kate Warner AM, Governor of
Tasmania and Girl Guides Tasmania Patron, presented Brooke Dobson of
Bowerbank Guides, Rebecca Laing of Storm Bay Ranger Guide and Shinae Aurik
of Cormiston Guides with their Queen’s Guide Award Certificates. Mieke Richards
of Ulverstone Olaves and Holly Stephens of Southern Olaves were presented
with their Olave Baden Powell Certificate. The presentation was a joint
ceremony with Scouts Tasmania and was held at Government House.
Following this event at Government House, which took place in conjunction with
Queen’s Scouts, a celebration dinner was held at the Sunshine Centre in Howrah
with Scouts Tasmania.
At the dinner, Rebecca spoke about her journey, growth and challenges faced
as Rebecca completed her Queen’s Guide Award likewise as the other Award
recipients and how this impacted individual Queen’s Guide and Scout journeys.
Below are Rebecca Laing's and Mieke van Rooyen's speeches that they gave on
the night.
Rebecca Laing’s Queen's Guide Speech
Hello and good evening everyone, I am Rebecca Laing and I would just like to
begin by congratulating all of my fellow award recipients tonight, and I would
like to thank all of the inspirational men and women who have helped us along
the way.
During the time we spend working towards these awards we are given an
extensive array of opportunities to build our knowledge and explore who we are
as people. Personally, while completing my Queens Guide award, I know I have
grown incredibly as a person and just wanted to share a few aspects which I
believe have helped shape who I am today.
Three years ago, I decided I wanted to be a part of the backstage crew for
Hobart Gang Show, but I was a year too young. I was somehow eventually
convinced to join the cast instead.
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Now let me explain something about myself back then, I was petrified of
standing up in front of people doing anything, especially acting. I nearly didn’t
walk into the first audition but again was convinced to do so. That year I had no
speaking lines but was still terrified of getting up on stage. Fast forward 3 years, I
have been a part of the cast of Gang Show ever since, gradually taking on
larger roles until last year I had a major acting role and have considered
auditioning for the Hobart Theatre Company as well as having taken on a
number of other public speaking opportunities like this along the way. Just
standing up and doing this would have completely freaked me out 3 years ago
but today, I’m not quite so terrified.
In 2016 I had the opportunity to travel to South Korea for two weeks and stay with
a Korean family for one week. The year before, I had a Korean student stay with
my family for a week and both the students that I interacted with became
friends with had been a part of guiding in their country. Throughout the time I
spent with these girls I learned a great deal about what guiding was really like
for them and how different it is from our organisation. Alongside this I
participated in a Ranger Guide Camp held in New Zealand over the summer of
2018.
This allowed me to meet and get to know a huge range of people. Both from
Australia and New Zealand as I was camped with just one other Tasmanian who
I did not know exceptionally well before this camp. I was also able to witness
firsthand what guiding is like there. This challenged me as I was going into and
facing a lot of unknowns, I was to share a tent with a girl I had never met before
and have no major contact with anyone I properly knew for nearly a week in a
completely new country, scary right?
Throughout both these sections I was faced with some huge challenges but I
also have learnt the most from these. Throughout every section of the Queens
guides award, there were countless challenges and hurdles to overcome. Such
as public speaking or going to two completely different countries. This is just like
in life, there will be challenges and struggles along the way but there are two
ways to approach these things. You could let it over come you and watch
amazing opportunities like this pass you by, not learning and not moving
forward. Or you can accept the challenges, learn from them and continue to
move forward. I would just like to encourage everyone to take every opportunity
that comes their way and learn from the things that don’t go so well as they are
where the most important lessons lie.
Thank you!
...continued
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Mieke van Rooyen’s Olave Baden Powell Speech

My parents' motivation for sending me to Girl Guides was as such - I was an
only child, I didn't play sport, my friend Chloe already went, and Mum had been a
hydro-village Brownie for a short time. I would agree that many of the parents
of my Guides today send their daughters for the same reasons. Whatever gets
them through the doors is fine but let me tell you what they stay for.
When I moved up from the 5 and 6 year old unit to the 7-10's, we wore lily pads
with flowers on our heads, and our future patrol leaders cast a line into a "pond"
to catch us as pull us to shore. I was told that my patrol leader was Camilla and
she had a sprained ankle at the time, but she got up out of her chair to give me
a hug and welcome me to the Kookaburra patrol. Later, she taught me to draw
a love heart above the i in my name instead of a dot, and I was smitten. As
adults we talk about 'belonging' and how we can foster it in children but no one
can be as inclusive to a new-comer as another child, and I think there is no
more powerful structure for creating that sort of community than our Patrol
System.
In the Patrol System I learned to cope with people who wanted different things
to me. I learned how to encourage and coach those who were reluctant to join
in, how to redirect or remind people with tact, and just generally - something I
needed to learn - how to be with my peers.

The 10-14-year-old unit was full when we aged up and we had to spend a little
longer in Galaxy Guides. So, on the crux between the 7-10's and 10-14's, Anne
Crummy picked up a group of us and challenged us to learn to camp. We
prepared and then went to our first ever Patchawee. Our Junior Leader Sophie
Kelly was our patrol leader for the weekend. Sophie led us in every aspect of
camping - and today I envy her not, knowing the challenges of 10 year olds on
camp. And even though we burnt our chicken two-minute noodles in a trangia,
she still left that camp as proud of us as we were of ourselves. She displayed the
kind of leadership I could only hope to one day develop. There is something
unique about leadership in Guiding and the way it is inbuilt to swell and broaden
as we move through the age groups. There was always someone just a little bit
older for me to emulate.
Anna Robinson established a new unit and took us on as her Guides. We thought
Anna was smart, funny, beautiful, full of surprises and no more than sixteen. She
was the big sister we all wanted to have, and she loved us too - giving hours
and hours over more than six months to train us for a trophy camp against the
local Scouts.
...continued
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We knew all eight verses of Advance Australia Fair, how to change a tyre, build a
shelter, care for our tent and cook apricot chicken with our eyes closed (we had
many practise runs). This was above and beyond our usual weekly meeting, with
Anna organising special sessions on weekends and in school holidays. We
became 'The Wattle Patrol.' We wore our smartest uniforms and represented
Guiding that weekend the only way we knew how - by giving our absolute best.
As it turns out, Anna too had been part of a 'wattle patrol' in her Guiding days
and knowing the joy and reward of participating in such a camp - she gave her
all to give us the same experience.
We learned, among many other things, to give of ourselves so that others might
live richer, more memorable lives. That selflessness embodies all that Girl Guide
leaders are, and all that we were to become.
Rising to Elanora Ranger Guides meant joining a league of excellence. There
have been 47 Queen's Guides in Ulverstone since 1959 and 27 of them have been
mentored through Roseanne Robinson's Ranger Guide Unit. The numbers sound
intense, but having been part of Roseanne's unit for the last 10 years (I never left),
I can tell you this: Roseanne has built a strong, healthy culture with high
expectations but no pressure, support and encouragement but no nagging,
recognition and praise with humility and endless girl-led opportunities to have a
lot of fun. It was in that environment that I met the girls who would be my friends
for life. While school and then Uni friends have come and gone, friends from
Guides have remained. Someone told me that would be the case - I don't quite
remember who - but I found it hard to believe at the time. The girls I met at
Guides were younger and older than me, some were from other schools, and we
had wide-ranging interests and aspirations. But Girl Guides was able to bridge
every one of those gaps. While we camped and hiked and played cards and
planned fundraisers, while we completed challenges and assessed one
another, while we led units and ran camps and wrote songs to sing when we
won the rowing at Regatta, we tied ourselves together with the bond of shared
experience. That bond was never more evident to me than on our wedding day,
as to be surrounded by the Olaves, my current Girl Guides, my mentors and
leader’s past, was one of the greatest pleasures of my life. What a joy it is to be a
Girl Guide.
My Olave Baden Powell award tracks the last 6 years of my involvement with
Guiding. I have given 1500 hours in service, cared for a Guide with a disability at
Jamboree, completed a community development project at Sangam in India,
obtained camping qualifications, undertook a personal spending and
budgeting course, participated in a range of public speaking opportunities, and
volunteered to run two school camps, applying Guiding skills to my work context.
...continued
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I have embraced the 'Olave stage' - finding time to laugh our heads off in a car
rally across the state, sleep in a bivouac in a field of foxgloves and bewilder
ourselves by winning a Rover rowing trophy at regatta. All while we study, begin
careers, travel abroad, buy houses, and dream of being altogether again in
Trefoil Guild one day, complete with rocking chairs, knee rugs and all the
memories of a life well lived.
Thank you for the opportunity to get nostalgic. We all need to share our stories of
Guiding and Scouting, because you can't buy that kind of advertising. Thank you
for the part you've played and will continue to play to create Guiding and
Scouting stories for other people. To tonight's recipients, congratulations on your
achievements, and congratulations to the movements which have made us
who we are today
Congratulations again to all the award recipients.
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56TH SCOUT GUIDE REGATTA
By Kathy Cane
The 56th Scout Guide Regatta was held at Snug Beach from the 9-11 March 2019
with 850 participants with mostly sunny and warm weather ensuring lots of
participation particularly in water activities. We were again pleased to have the
Governor, Her Excellency Professor the Honourable Kate Warner AC,
accompanied by Mr. Warner to open the Regatta. It was a delight to have their
three grandchildren participate with them.
While beach, water, land and social activities always form the basis of the
program over the weekend, the Regatta has a theme that is the focus for the
pennant, opening, Guide and Scouts Own and sail past. This year the theme was
Waging War on Waste. In 2019 we made some significant changes to continue
Waging War on Waste. The aim was to reflect and build on these successes for
future Regattas.
We continued the practice of using their own water bottles and did not offer the
cardboard tetra fruit juice packs as these cannot be recycled in Tasmania.
The Joeys, Cubs and Guides under 10 had a sponge contest instead of using
rubber water bombs. Although we had adults who did a great job of cleaning
up, the new method eliminated the chance of rubber going into our water or for
birds to pick up the bright colors. We also collected the soft plastic wrapping
from the lunch rolls and wraps and recycled them.
We acknowledge the support of the Kingborough Barretta Transfer Station and
some of our families who spend the year collecting cans to allow us to continue
the can crushing relays.
...continued
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Participation in water-based events was really high this year and while at a
distance it was exciting to watch all the sailing events held in fairly favorable
conditions. The pacers are always popular enabling many participants to
experience sailing for the first time or to improve skills started at previous
Regattas. The pacers are ‘borrowed’ from various sailing clubs and Scouting
groups around Tasmania and we greatly appreciate the time and effort put into
securing the use of these. A particular thank you to Michael Laing for the work he
puts into this.
Beach and oval activities including the evening movies continue to be enjoyed
by all who participate. A big thank you to the Rovers and Olaves who take on a
number of tasks such as erecting the catering marquee and eating shelters
including setting up trestles in the shelter – vital to the running of the Regatta!
Holding this Regatta each year is a huge undertaking and its continuing success
is a testament both to the Regatta Committee members and to Guiding and
Scouting Leaders who support and enable their youth members to participate.
Well done to all.
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HOBART GANG SHOW
By Denice Walter - Project Commissioner
February saw the annual Gang Show Reunion which has become a fund raiser
for the Cancer Council Relay for Life and then in March, along with performing, 22
team members logged 603 laps (241km) while raising a fantastic $1,757.00 for
the Cancer Council to help families going through the challenges of a cancer
diagnosis.
A day at the Carnival means a lot of things to a lot of different people; Ferris
Wheel rides, journeys through the Haunted House and shows in the Bit Top … but
for one stressed out parent and his hyperactive offsider, it means six lost kids
and a whole lot of trouble! That was Hobart Gang Show 2019 “Fair Game”.
Hobart Gang Show 2019 had a cast of 40+ with cast from Mt. Stuart Cubs Scouts;
Blackmans Bay, 10th Hobart, Old Beach, Sandford, 1st Derwent, Howrah and
Clarence Scouts; Wellington, and Clarence Venturers; Eastern Shore, Wellington
and Kingborough Rovers.
We also welcomed cast from Storm
Bay & Kirksway Guides, Discovery
Rangers and Southern Olaves. Of
course the cast are only part of the
show, there are also so many others
who help behind the scenes? Support
is needed from everyone - parents,
fellow scouters, friends and community
bands.
It is a toss-up on which is the most
important aspect of the show each
year, but I must admit that while cast
and crew are very important, of equal
importance is the audience … without
an audience, the show would not be a
success. Please support the annual
production – the youth members write
the script, audition and perform and
some of our older youth members are
now taking up more roles on the
production side of things.
...continued
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Don Fitzpatrick Award – Donna and Emmerson Mee

(the recipient being someone who has gone quietly about their role, as well as
‘stepping outside’ their role to assist in other areas of the show.)
This year it was decided to award two people, Donna and Emmerson, they do
everything together and support HGS together. There was no splitting the
award!

John Chisholm Award – Emily Ezzy

(to a cast member for ongoing dedication and participation while upholding
the Scouting/ Guiding Promise, Law and code of conduct throughout the Hobart
Gang Show season)

There you have it, Hobart Gang Show in a nutshell. In summary – a busy year
but so worthwhile to see cast perform and experience their development in
acting, singing and choreography!
Please support Hobart Gang Show and if not involved on stage, please come
and see the show and experience the performing arts of Scouting and Guiding.
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WINDEWARD BOUND
LEADERHSIP CHALLENGE
By Sarah Hingston, Claire Davis and Eloise Piper
The Windeward Bound is a wooden Tall Ship based in Hobart, this particular
voyage was intended for young adults working or involved in community youth
programs as a way of leadership development. A week or so prior to departure,
Anita Kerrison was tasked with the job of finding two willing and able
participants. We both excitedly accepted and soon found ourselves on board,
surrounded by a diverse bunch of trainees from Tasmania and Victoria. The 13
trainees were divided into three different watches and by the end of the first
day we had set off down the D'Entrecasteaux Channel.

Sarah Hingston

Guiding opens up so many doors. It has given me experiences I would never
have dreamt of or even imagined. To be in a network where it is normal to be
called with just a few weeks’ notice expenses paid voyage opportunity, is like not
many other organisations I know. One of my favorite things on board the
Windeward Bound was the people, I loved the diversity amongst all the crew
trainees. For eight days, we were in close quarters with each other and soon
came to know each other, one so different from the next. We had a mix of
backgrounds, personalities and religions. This is something I loved, the
conversation that came from our differences, the world is so uniquely made up
by different people. Growing up and living in Tassie especially the Northwest
Coast we are so sheltered from this. I loved having my eyes opened and mind
stretched as I had a multicultural experience in my own state.
...continued
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Another highlight for me was the technical side of the boat, working in Outdoor
Recreation as well as hobbies and Guides I was interested in the workings of the
ship. The rigging, the operation, and the knots. I love the fact that a lot of skills I
have learnt through Guiding I have been able to carry through into my other
worlds. This was one of those times. Learning knots was a big part of the
trainee’s job,
I loved that this was a skill I already had meaning I could help the others learn. I
had different teaching mechanisms I could share that I had developed after
teaching numerous Guides. I loved learning and being a part of the rigging and
navigational side of it too. It was great having the experience to have a go at
everything.
There were tough times and times I wondered what I was doing or why, where I
thought I was crazy stuck on a boat with a heap of people. But even with all of
those times I am very thankful for the experience. I learnt a lot.

Claire Davis

The Windeward Bound is an incredibly beautiful, unique, and eclectic ship, with
passionate and experienced crew to keep her afloat. As trainees, we kept to the
on-board routines such as meal rotations (dining room only seats 7 people at
one time) and the watch roster (shifts of keeping watch over the ship at all
hours). We learnt how to change course under sail, we climbed her rigging,
furled the sails and kissed her truck (the top of her mast).
But amongst all the learning, sleep deprived midnight watches, seasickness,
challenges and fun, was the bonding and comradery with fellow trainees. The
conversations, interactions and encouragement were what gave meaning to
the voyage for me. Some say that it’s about the journey, not the destination, but
this voyage showed me that more than anything, it is all about the people.
...continued
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Aside from getting to know the interesting people, I loved the environment of
being onboard. It’s not every day you get to step out of normality for nine days
and be immersed in an alternative lifestyle, completely detached from life at
home. After a pretty hectic year, I found the sudden pause in the tasks and
pressures of work/life/study/etc to be an incredibly welcome change. I cannot
describe how glad I was to have a break from technology and all the
distractions and responsibilities that come with it. With no internet or electronic
devices to distract us, all those onboard were more present with each other and
aware of ourselves. If a question came up in conversations, we couldn’t “just
google it” so we were left to discuss, imagine and generally have more fun. The
friendship and trust that can form in such short periods never cease to amaze
me.
The diversity among the participants enriched our voyage and brought some
challenges too. At times, expectations and norms were conflicting - I learnt
much through the process of resolving these things. It reminds me to take a
step back to look for the root cause of conflict and the need to communicate
thoroughly with all parties. I have a better understanding of what it takes to live
and work so closely with a small group, how to maintain healthy dynamics
under pressure and the importance of encouragement and morale.
I really value the contrast of conditions that the voyage presented. The
cramped and sometimes smelly cabins down below made the sea breeze
found up on deck even sweeter. Staying up for hours during a midnight watch,
made getting back into the narrow bunks to catch a few hours of sleep feel like
absolute luxury. A period of seasickness while underway made me so glad of
being well again. Rolling seas made being at anchor feel like absolute serenity.
Out of this voyage, I have a stronger appreciation for routine and command
hierarchy, now I have seen how powerful they can be in setting expectations
and getting things done. I have learnt more about how I react when under
pressure and increased confidence in my ability to perform in demanding
circumstances. And my admiration for our beautiful state and the power of the
wind has only deepened. I am thankful for this opportunity.
....continued
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Our appreciation to the hardworking and knowledgeable crew aboard the
Windeward Bound for teaching us, encouraging us, laughing with (and at) us,
and never letting us get too comfortable. A big thanks to the QM, Kate, for
feeding and looking after us; what a legend. We are both so glad for the
opportunities that Girl Guides Tasmania opens up, and the way in which the
organisation supports us grab a hold of them with both hands.

Eloise Piper

In mid-November of 2019 I received a call from Roseanne, my leader, asking if I
would be interested in participating in a ten day sailing voyage on the
Windeward Bound. If I accepted, I would take on a mentoring role to a ‘new
Australian’. My parents were incredibly encouraging of the idea as it was not
something I will likely have the opportunity to partake in again. Almost
immediately calling Roseanne back, I signed myself up for an experience I knew
very little about.
The voyage was the Windeward Bound Trusts’ Annual Leadership Challenge
from the 11-20 of December 2019. This voyage is largely about connecting ‘new
Australians’ with those of us who have been Australian citizens our whole lives, or
a significant period of time, being challenged and learning how to sail.
After a month of slight stressing, due to my very little knowledge of what the
voyage would entail, and nervous excitement, I arrived with seventeen other
youth participants and bid farewell to my comfort zone. After a brief
introduction and finding out which colour watch (group) we were in, we
boarded the boat that would well and truly become our home by the end of the
voyage.
Everything was done in our watch groups, of which there were three, red, blue
and white, the latter of which was my watch. We ate together, cleaned together,
learnt together and were on watch together. The day was divided into seven
watches, which served as shifts, with one watch always on duty, or watch, no
matter the hour. The word watch was said quite a lot. White watch consisted of
three of us that had lived in Australia our whole lives, a Nepali girl who had been
in Australia for ten years, a Brazilian exchange student and a Syrian girl who had
been in Australia for not even a year, and before that in Turkey for four. Each
watch had two crew members, a watch leader and a second deckhand, or
‘second deckies’ as they were more affectionately and commonly called. These
people were very knowledgeable and from all over Australia and the world with
our white watch leader hailing from Scotland, the other two from the mainland
and one of the second deckies being French.
....continued
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On returning home, I posted on Instagram and Facebook and the caption is
something I would like to share as I feel it encompasses a truly incredible ten
days:
May you be thrown into an environment of cramped spaces sleep
deprivation,
May you be surrounded by people from a multitude of cultures and
experiences,
May you sing silly songs and scrub salty decks,
May you create musical masterpieces and laugh so hard you cry,
May you become a seal for twenty-four hours and consume plentiful saos,
May you be bonded to seventeen outstanding youth, nine amazing crew, a
French filmmaker
and a wonderful cook,
May you have meaningful conversations at 2am and be sung to in Arabic,
May you hear tragic histories and hopeful futures,
May you be challenged and forever changed
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CUBOREE
By Anita Kerrison
Early on this year Scouts Tasmania invited Girl Guides Tasmania to participate in
Cuboree in October, an event for 8 – 10 years olds. So, the preparation started!
On a weekend in September, 17 Guides came together from all over the State for
a pre camp at Orana. The girls upon arrival either only knew a couple of Guides
from their own unit or no one at all and quickly began to meet each other and
establishing new friendships.
This was the start of many firsts at the preCuboree camp starting with helping to erect
several bell tents, with learning how to use a
mallet to bang in a peg on the right angle and
then attach the guy rope, what brailing was
and how important it is to brail a tent properly,
how six girls can share a bell tent with equal
space and most importantly learning the
etiquette of sharing a tent with other Guides.
As the majority of the Guides had never slept in
a tent at a Guide camp (only a few with family
and many, never) the first night as the girls
prepared to go to bed was met with
excitement, trepidation, nervousness and
challenging weather. Eventually, after
reassuring the girls the tents weren’t going to
fall down, the brailing put in properly by the
leaders crawling around on their hands and
knees in wind and rain, everybody fell asleep for
the night.
Over the course of the weekend, the Guides
worked in patrols and learnt how to make a bed
roll, make a dilly bag, sewed together a sit-upon,
and learnt how to wash and dry their own
dishes. Saturday afternoon they participated in
a wide game based on the theme of Mary
Poppins working out a saying by moving around
in patrols to 8 different stations collecting clues.
...continued
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After a long day of activities, the girls helped prepare tea and cleaned up before
having a quiet evening and an early night ready for the day ahead. The next
morning the Guides were challenged to use the skills and knowledge learnt the
day before to be tested by re-making their bed rolls, packing up their bags
before heading off to Challenge Valley. Over the weekend the girls learnt so
much and made many new friends in readiness for the Cuboree in October.
Very quickly the weekend of 11 – 13th October arrived with over 650 youth, leaders
and adults descending upon the Lea campsite including 16 Guides, 3 patrol
leader and 6 Guide leaders for the 25th Cuboree “Cubs Rock”.
There was a buzz around the campsite as everybody arrived and got settled into
the Dolerite Subcamp, got our bearings in readiness for an action packed
weekend of FUN!
Friday after meeting Inara and Pippa, two of the patrol’s leaders, the girls, with
hundreds of other youth members, went off to enjoy the outdoor screening of the
Flintstones whilst enjoying some popcorn.
The next morning Zoe, our third patrol leader, joined us as we prepared to go to
breakfast. Prior to going to breakfast the girls were issued with a Cuboree scarf
and a wrist band that had to be worn at all times, followed by the opening
ceremony. We were made feel very welcome by Scouts Tasmania at the
opening ceremony with Sophie taking part in the Colour Party, breaking the World
Flag.
...continued
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Her Excellency Professor The Honourable Kate Warner AC, Governor of Tasmania,
officially opened the 25th Cuboree.
After the opening ceremony the girls, with the rest of the Dolerite Subcamp
loaded several buses and headed off to the University of Tasmania for a
morning of discoveries about geology “ROCKS”. During the morning at the
University the girls used microscopes, learnt names of certain rocks, worked out
what particular rocks were by matching them, took part in a variety of
experiments and activities with everybody being able to choose a rock to take
home. The three and a half hours at the University went very quickly.
When the girls arrived back on site they were full of many different stories that
they shared with the other leaders who were not able to go to the University.
Saturday afternoon was just as exciting, starting off at the emerald station for
the first two hours, which included having a go on the hurdy gurdy, running as
far as they could attached to a bungee cord, building a bridge just using
wooden poles and science then having to try a walk across the bridge, learning
how to tie knots, crate stacking relay, basic first aid and ballista (wooden target
shooting).
Then the girls swapped to ruby station, which was the most challenging and
rewarding, with many fears, moments of anxiety and nerves overcome. At ruby
station the girls had the opportunity to have a go on both the abseiling tower,
flying fox with some circus skills as a fill in. Each of the three patrols got to have a
go on the flying fox; each of the girls were strapped into a seat before the cart
was released to travel down the wire to the bottom.
...continued
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At the abseiling tower the girls got to choose if they first wanted to try and then
from which level. Each girl after hearing the safety talk placed on a safety
harness, helmet and gloves and headed up to the level they wanted to abseil
down from.
Each of the Guides overcame their own individual butterflies as they stood at
the top of the level they chose and let their bodies hang out over the wall
trusting the rope they were attached too. The encouragement and support
each patrol gave fellow patrol members as each girl had their turn was
amazing. Once the abseil had been completed the smiles and look of
satisfaction on everyone’s face told a completed story.
After a huge day, we celebrated Elsa 10th birthday, before the girls continued
into the evening enjoying and participating in a disco and campfire.
Sunday was just as busy with two more stations to participate in, Topaz and
Amethyst. Topaz activities included screen printing the back of the scarf,
making bush donuts, compass activities, mapping challenges, adding thoughts
to the Cuboree memories book and decorating a rock.
Followed by Amethyst a musical activity station, recycled material instruments,
drumming using fit balls, glasses filled with water, smashing rocks with hammers
and soft drink bottle tone blocks. The biggest highlight of this station was the billy
carts racing down the hill, with one girl being the driver and the other the
passenger.
...continued
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The Cuboree was a wonderful experience, and opportunity for the Guides to
participate in, however it would not have been possible without the wonderful
and amazing patrol leaders Zoe, Inara and Pippa from Storm Bay Guides. Zoe,
Inara and Pippa's leadership skills were inspirational as they guided their patrols
from station to station and activity to activity so the girls could have the best
experience at Cuboree.
I would also like to thank Kate Alcorso and Kathy Edwards for their support and
dedication allowing Guides from the North West Coast and from North to come
to cuboree by travelling with them on the bus as well as the hard work whilst at
Cuboree.
Last, but not least, Mary Laing, Rebecca Laing and Sue Martyn for their on-going
support not only at the Cuboree but with the pre-camp as well.
A big thank you to the Guides who participated who we watched grow as
individuals over the two events and for the way you participated actively in the
Cuboree living by the Girl Guide promise and laws.
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PATCHAWEE
By Carey-Lee Richards and Sam Gadsby
On the last weekend of November, 74 girls and their leaders took over ‘Scout
Island’ in the States North for PatChaWee 2019.
The Corra Lynn property was the perfect setting for a weekend of outdoor
Guiding challenges and PatChaWee fun!
Girls arrived and setup camp on Friday night ready for a Saturday morning start.
In true PatChaWee style girls were responsible for their own campsite, cooking
and time management. Each patrol did an amazing job and without leader
intervention we witnessed patrols sharing meals and lending equipment to
make sure everybody was fed and comfortable.
Saturday morning was off to a flying start, patrols had 20 different activities to
choose from stationed right across the island. Girls participated in a wide range
of activities from traditional guiding skills such as knots and gadget making,
compass, tracking and semaphore to positive thinking and self-reflection
activities.
A highlight was the Waterbug
Blitz water quality survey and
the environmental service
project where girls made bird
boxes for the endangered swift
parrot. These boxes have now
been painted and given to
Tamar NRM who will be
installing them in reserves
around Launceston.
Saturday afternoon and
Sunday saw a sharp change in
the weather which brought
thunder storms and plenty of
rain. The girls didn’t let the
weather deter them and before
long a number of patrols had
choreographed rain dances.
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Despite the rain, the weekend was a great success and girls left with new
memories, new skills and new friends. The Spirit of Guiding Award, presented to
the patrol showing the Spirit of Guiding through teamwork, encouragement,
support and participation was presented to Ulverstone Kiara Guides. Bravo girls!
A huge thank you to all the leaders and patrols who participated in the weekend.
As organisers, we had a fantastic time and appreciate all of the hard work it
takes to prepare and organise a patrol and transport for PatChaWee.
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14-17 LEADERSHIP WEEKEND
By Anita Kerrison
The 14 – 17 Leadership Weekend was held over the 14th – 16th June at Paton Park.
24 Guides participated in the weekend from all over the State; Discovery II
Ranger Guides, Geeveston Guides, Claremont Guides, Bridport Guides, Exeter
Ranger Guides, Elanora Ranger Guides, Storm Bay Ranger Guides and Waverly
Coorah Guides.
Friday night was spent settling in and playing some getting to know you games
including M & M’s sharing game, Natalie Gaffney lead some very noisy games
and on field fashion parade with costumes been made out of newspaper and
streamers.
Saturday morning, after a very wholesome yummy breakfast and opening
around the flagpole, we launched into the first session of the weekend “What is
leadership?” defining what leadership is and the qualities needed to make a
good leader. The Guides were asked to spend ten minutes to write words on a
post it note about leadership using the letters in L E A D E R S H I P and to stick
them on the appropriate letter.
After the time was up, we then talked about the words the girls had come up
with, defining the words further i.e. healthy, hope, learner, inspire. The girls were
then asked to choose a quote from around the wall as to which one resonated
with their own personal views on what makes a good leader. The girls made
some very thought-provoking points on the reasons why each individual choose
a particular quote, creating a very healthy conversation about leadership in
everyday life and through Guiding.
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We then had a brief overview about the new mindsets generally defining each
mindset and to be aware that we would hear more about the mindsets in the
near future.
The second session used a T4T called “The Day the Crayons Quit” based on a
children’s book written by Drew Daywalt and illustrated by Oliver Jeffers. The
different crayon dialogues were handed out for the girls to read and then they
split into patrols to discuss/identify the following key messages including what
the crayon was saying about themselves, what were the needs of each crayon
and how were these needs identified and how could they be supported in a
leadership situation. The depth of thinking of each patrol
was incredible.
The third session of the weekend was about communication, decision making
and team-work. During this session the girls took on various roles of
communication and decision making as we moved outside to solve the
challenge of getting all the girls from one side of a rope fence to the other by
using an over, under and through combination as written without touching the
fence. After several attempts and not achieving the challenge there was a real
change to tactics and the communication channels opened, with ideas and
theories about how to achieve the task as a team. There was a huge celebration
at the end of the task.
We then moved back inside for the next challenge in communication, teamwork,
time management and planning (decision making). The girls were asked to
build a free-standing tower out of masking tape and newspaper. They had 7
minutes to plan and manage the process but not to start building then 8
minutes to build the tower but without talking. It was an interesting task with
many hand signals and some interesting towers, 8 mins goes very quickly when
you are having FUN! It was an interesting debrief session with questions like:
How did you work as a group? Which part was the most difficult? Did everyone
participate in some way? Did you feel like you contributed to the group? Did you
feel like you were part of the group? Just to name a few.
...continued
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We had a quick break before Mieke Richards lead
the session on public speaking, teaching the girls
some valuable tips and about how to stand, how
to overcome nerves or at least look comfortable,
where to look, what words are good to use and
what words shouldn’t be used, using cue cards
including some valuable exercises to practice
these skills before the girls had to prepare a
speech to present in the morning on any topic they
would like.
Free time was had before a wonderful evening of
entertainment. The room was set for the formal
dinner that was set around a fairy tale murder
mystery. Thanks to Anna Robinson for setting it up.
With pre-dinner fancies and mocktails to get the
evening off to a start and the girls dressed in
uniform the murder mystery roles began with
everybody taking their roles very seriously and in
total character. We welcomed Jen Barron, who
shared a very inspiring speech during dinner and
the murder mystery around change and how we
don’t need to take on the world but if each and
everyone of us made small changes it would lead
to a bigger change. But the intensity of who
murdered Brier Rose was escalating as the evening
went on and finally the truth came out and all was
disclosed. Thanks to Roseanne Robinson and her
amazing team, we were fed like King’s and Queen’s
with a two-course meal of vegetables and roast
meat and a choice of three desserts.
Again working in patrols the girls needed to work as
a team, make decisions, communicate and time
manage as they planned how to operate their hat
factory to the most effective and productive
outcomes making hats and overcoming
operational hiccups of working life. It was
interesting to watch how some of the patrols used
the planning time effectively, leaders just emerged
and other patrol members just sat back and
listened.
...continued
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After a mad 35 minutes with paper and hats everywhere, 24 very exhausted hat
factory workers we debriefed about the planning time and how well each patrol
used that time effectively to plan and especially how well each patrol read the
instructions before the game started. The patrols identified keys aspects
including more planning as a team not just relying on one patrol member who
took on the leadership role, using planning time to plan the days, fully reading
the instructions before starting to plan, listening to all team members ideas and
delegating roles to get the most effectiveness out of the patrol.
Sunday morning after breakfast, we got in the final two sessions of the weekend
delivering individual public speeches and talking about the Queen’s Guide
Award.
After a short Guides Own by the Leven River reflecting upon the weekend, we
came together for the public speaking session the girls sat quietly compilating
what they had written or what the topic actually meant with many different
emotions and thoughts going around in each girl’s head. Some girls were very
confident, others were very challenged by the task, however, everyone did
themselves proud and delivered a speech, at the same time over coming many
anxieties. Some of the speeches were very personal, inspiring and an insight into
individual lives, with permission from the girls I have included some extracts
from the speeches.
“My first puzzle was 300 pieces and it took me about 2 hours. Yet lately I have
done it in 6.38 minutes. The biggest puzzle I have ever done is 2500 and it took
me 2 months” Alyssa 14
“Writing gives me on amazing creative outlet and allows me to escape from our
own world into one of my own imagination” Julia 15
...continued
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“I’ve been attending Sue Rees Modelling and Deportment for the past two years
and have graduated twice. Last year at my first graduation, I earned both
runner up most photogenic and runner up Dux. At my second graduation this
year, I was runner up most photogenic and Dux of class. Sue Rees has taught
me so much confidence and I definitely recommend this course to all young
women!” Amelia 15
"I want you to all take a minute to notice what colour the colour in this carpet
really looks like, what noises are coming from the kitchen really sound like, what
the cotton in your socks really feels like against your toes, what the air in this
room really tastes like compared to the air outside and what smell the fireplace
really leaves lingering in this room.” Brittany 17
The weekends last session was about the Queen’s Guide Award and the Junior
Leadership Program giving an overview of the awards, answering questions in
relation to the awards, both as a group and individually, and networking with
each other. A highlight for myself was to assess Brittany Clingeleffer's final
presentation of her Queen’s Guide Award, that Brittany has successfully
completed.
I personally would like to thank Roseanne Robinson, Anna Robinson and the
Ulverstone Support Group for the wonderful catering over the weekend, nobody
went home hungry. Natalie Gaffney and Sarah Hingston for their support with
catering and helping run some of the sessions during the weekend. Mieke
Richards for her fantastic insight and the running of the public speaking session
and her role in the murder mystery evening. Anna Robinson for the wonderful
thought of having a murder mystery during the evening dinner. Jen Barron for
attending, giving a very inspirational talk and joining in on the entertainment
during the evening. Anne Crummy for doing a summary on the Junior Leader
award and general support during the weekend and finally Mary Laing for her
support in many ways especially being a second driver and all little things
during the weekend.
This weekend was a great success.
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JAPAN FRIENDSHIP EXCHANGE
By Clare Morison

My journey to Japan began on the evening of McIntyre Region’s welcome party
for the Ikeda Girl Scouts in December 2017 when someone told my mother, Lynne
Watson, that we were invited to join them for a camp to celebrate their 70th
anniversary and she said to me that I should go. So, I teamed up with Carey-Lee
Richards and Sam Gadsby and, with Jane Dent’s support, we began to plan. We
worked through Plan A, Plan B, Plan C and Plans D to F before returning to Plan A
with some adjustments. Then came budgeting, recruitment, booking, unbooking when Tokyo Troop 71 unexpectedly invited us to stay, meetings,
crafternoons, fundraising, packing in a big bag, packing in a smaller bag, repacking in a big bag until eventually, just after Christmas Day 2018, ten McIntyre
Girl Guides and Leaders (and our mascot, Tazi Bear) swapped our Australian
Summer for a Japanese Winter.
We were shepherded on a whirlwind tour of Tokyo by Troop 71 during our two
days with them. We were told how our friendship triangle with Tokyo Troop 71
and Osaka Troop 19 formed and we visited their Scout Hut which pays tribute to
our friendship, displaying photos and memorabilia of our exchanges over the
years. (I was delighted to see in their Facebook photos after our visit that our gift
of an art calendar has now joined the ranks of gifts from the past.) We were
treated to a welcome party on the 29th of December where, while Scout
mothers busily prepared the feast, we shared games and songs with our Scout
sisters.
The hospitality shown to us by our Tokyo home hosts was exceptional –
members of our group experienced sushi making, calligraphy, games,
traditional Japanese dress and onsen, while Sam and I enjoyed the bright
lights of Tokyo. On the 30th of December we had a full day exploring central
Tokyo including the Imperial Palace, Tokyo Station, the Meiji Shrine and Shibuya
Crossing. We said our farewells on the morning on the 31st with great reluctance
to leave our new friends.
During our time in Tokyo I was told that Mount Fuji was visible but did not see her
until we were enroute to Kawaguchi-ko. And there she was: snow-capped and
massive, standing tall and alone. It took us a little while to get the hang of
navigating solo but we soon found our way to our hostel and then around Lake
Kawaguchi-ko to visit the Kubota Itchiku Art Museum and take in the glorious
views of Mount Fuji across the water. We sat at the end of a boat ramp and
watched the sun set on 2018 with high spirits.
...continued
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2019 dawned cold and clear. We woke early (well, most of us) and walked a few
blocks from our hostel to see the sunrise. As the sunshine hit the peak of Mount
Fuji bells rang out from a nearby temple. It was beautiful and peaceful.
We returned to Tokyo by bus to then catch the Shinkansen to Kyoto. The train
raced through the countryside, past the sea, Mount Fuji and snowy fields. We
arrived in Kyoto in the dark but successfully navigated our way to the hostel,
thanks to Brooke and Frankie who had been there before. As we walked in our
“conga line” to the hostel, a geisha stepped out of her apartment and into a
waiting taxi right in front of us. She was incredibly graceful and beautiful.
Navigating the bus network of Kyoto on the 2nd of January was confusing but
we eventually found our way to Kinkaku-ji, the Golden Pavilion. We were blessed
with, yet another clear day and the golden walls shone in the sunlight. Following
an afternoon of free time shopping or sightseeing, we explored the Gion District
into the night. We walked through narrow, winding cobblestoned streets walled
with wooden buildings and saw the brightly lit theatre. It was quiet and peaceful
after a busy day.
On the 3rd of January, Kara, Esther, Sam and I rose early and set out to Fushimi
Inari-Taisha, the orange Torii Gates which lead the way to the summit of Mount
Inari. It was cool and quiet as we began our walk, with only a few other small
groups of people along the way, and the sunshine hit the gates as we reached
the top. We made our offerings and prayers before descending the mountain
and returning to our hostel for a hurried pack-up and checkout. The rest of the
morning and early afternoon was spent at leisure- some Guides went shopping,
some to a cat café and I dragged poor Esther halfway across Kyoto and back in
search of an historic fan shop (we did eventually find one and, my goodness, it
was worth the effort!). Later that afternoon we were greeted by Leaders of
Osaka Troop 19 and our host families.
The 4th of January began with a much-needed sleep in! We joined the Girl
Scouts at a local community centre for a tea ceremony, songs, games and
lunch. We then explored Ikeda on foot – the Cup Noodles Museum, zoo and
Ikeda Castle where I was extremely excited to see some very early blossoms in
the trees.
We joined the Ikeda Scouts in camp on the 5th and 6th of January where we
shared songs and games, cooked and ate together. We witnessed a Brownie
promise ceremony, complete with a Scout dressed up as Brown Owl and did
early morning exercises (which were enjoyed more by some than others!).
...continued
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With the Girl Scouts due to return to school that week, we were given the day of
the 7th of January to explore Universal Studios on our own. Now, I know fun was
had by all, but I must admit that Sam, Carey-Lee and I did not see much of our
Guides during the day as we immersed ourselves in Hogsmeade and Hogwarts
until early-afternoon and relaxed with a cup of butterbeer or two!
It is a tribute to our Guides that there were many hugs and even tears from our
Ikeda host families as we said our farewells on the 8th of January. Most of our
group had stayed with the same host family for the duration of our time in Ikeda
and strong friendships had been forged. I was lucky enough to have four host
families for my time in Ikeda – I was always due to change families after camp
but the Scout in my second family was unwell and unable to host me (although I
still met her and her mother) so I was transferred to join Brooke and stay with
Mariko, the former Exchange Manager and now Scout Supporter. Unfortunately,
Mariko’s own daughter was unwell so while Brooke and I spent with evenings
with Mariko, we slept and breakfasted in her neighbour’s home! I was, and still
am, incredibly touched by the kindness and generosity shown to us by our
Scouting sisters and their friends.
From Ikeda we travelled to Nara where we enjoyed our last night in Japan by
sharing good food and conversation in a fancy restaurant, followed by karaoke
singing until our voices were hoarse. On the 9th of January we became quite an
attraction ourselves as we dressed in formal kimono and braved the
intermittent showers of snow to visit the friendly deer of Nara, Todai-ji Temple
and the Great Budda. By mid-afternoon it was time to make our way to the
airport for the long journey home. At a transit train station, while saying
goodbye to Lana who was continuing her time in Japan with her family (lucky
thing!), we met a lovely old Japanese lady who collected messages from
travellers in a notebook. She gave us origami paper and we gifted her a Girl
Guides Australia badge. I wrote in her notebook a message of greetings from
Girl Guides Tasmania and thanked her for making our final day in Japan so
special.
After one long, one medium and one short flight, we were back on home soil
and in the arms of our families; tired, happy and already dreaming of the next
trip to Japan (or maybe that’s just me!?).
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NINDETHANA CAMPSITE
By Helen Larner - President Nindethana Management Committee
Nindethana has had a quiet year in 2019.
No major works were undertaken and
bookings were steady, with many of our
regular campers returning. Three Guide
units and one Scout group used the
camp this year. We are pleased that the
Exeter Guide unit continues to meet at
the hut with steadily increasing numbers
and a focus on the outdoors.
At our AGM, we were please to welcome
Clare Mawdesley as our vice-president.
Melvie Lester stepped down from her role
of caring for the grounds but continues
to be on the committee. Thank you
Melvie.
We also welcomed the West Tamar
Mayor, Christina Holmdahl and Councillor
Richard Ireland. With their
encouragement, Clare successfully
applied for a West Tamar council grant
to be used on painting the exterior of the
building and replacing the veranda rails.
The Wilkins Bequest Committee agreed
to a request for assistance and we
expect the painting to be completed
early in 2020.
In May, volunteer fire brigades from West
Tamar successfully burned a section of
the bush behind the camphouse. It is
hoped a further burn will be undertaken
in 2020.
The committee continues to care for the
property and provide a clean and inviting
venue for Guides, local community
groups and interstate groups. My thanks
to them for their support.
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ORANA CAMPSITE
By Cheryl Wilson - Chairperson Orana Management Committee
2019 has been an "expensive" year - this is partly to be expected due to the age
of buildings and some equipment e.g. Malunna the youngest building is 36 years
old. As a result, most of our volunteer hours are spent on repairs, similarly much
of our equipment now needs replacing.
A large stand of large gum trees around the oval area had to be removed,
several had dropped limbs, one missing a committee member by centimeters.
On closer inspection many of the trees were infected by insects, rot etc. At this
stage we are still splitting and stacking several ton of logs into manageable
firewood. A tree planting day was held to plant 90 new trees, most of these have
survived. We will plant more trees once the property has had some decent rain
fall.
Tas Water have installed a new water meter on street edge of property and as a
result we had to install a new main from street to our buildings. A boiled water
alert for the Lauderdale area was issued for 3 days in November; TasWater
notified the caretaker very quickly and also supplied bottled water for the use of
the groups in camp.
The Barn has had a makeover, part of the walls have been lined, new sink,
benches and hot water cylinder installed and the appropriate areas have been
repainted. Efforts have been taken to reduce the number of spiders and
therefore spiderwebs from the inside.
An internal power pole near lluka was condemned and after much consultation
it was replaced by a contractor, but as a result of this work another pole and
fittings were damaged. After much correspondence and conversations this was
resolved to our satisfaction.
Major repairs and maintenance carried out included flooring repairs, heater in
Cooinda, several doors have been replaced or repaired. Many tables and chairs
have been repaired. The outdoor seats and picnic sets have been repaired and
oiled. Faulty power points in Malunna were finally fixed after several attempts
and the rewiring of a section of the building. The sun sails at front of Malunna
were repaired. Several broken solar tubes have been replaced. The glass shower
in Cooinda shattered and this took several weeks to repair.
...continued
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During the year we have purchased a computer for the use of the treasurer, a
roof safety bracket, shower heads, battery charger, pole pruner, picnic bench
and table, and replaced several unsafe ladders.
During the year the committee discussed and obtained several quotes for
CCTV, but finally decided that it didn't warrant the expense at this stage,
particularly as the number of intruders have reduced since the gates have been
closed.
The committee decided to change our waste management contract with
J.J.Richards, who offered us a better deal. Drivers have been given a key to the
gate as rubbish is collected early in the morning. The recycling now has 2 skips,
one for cardboard and paper and one for glass etc. This has resulted in the
caretaker having to sort the recycling, an onerous task.
Photos and information on the website have been updated. We have also tried
to keep the guiding world up to date by writing snippets for "Platypus".
During the year the Committee met with members of GGT Board to discuss the
future of Orana. Several suggestions were put forward by both groups, but I felt
that neither group really understood what the other was looking for.
The last bank account with the Commonwealth Bank has finally been closed;
the regular users of the camp have details of the NAB account.
During the year the booking officer resigned after 20 years in this role. We held a
lunch and small presentation was made to Robyn for all her work over the years.
We are happy to welcome Robyn to our committee in a smaller role.
We finished the year with a very pleasant lunch at the Balmoral Inn. I would like
to thank all the committee members for their support and hours of work during
2019.
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YOUTH AWARDS

Olave Baden Powell Award

Junior BP Award

Ulverstone Olaves
Mieke van Rooyen

Launceston Southern Star Girl Guides
Nina Brandenburg

Southern Olaves
Holly Stephens

Storm Bay Girl Guides
Esperance Rapley
Wynyard Rainbow Girl Guides
Claire Harman
Carrick Beehive Girl Guides
Felicity Parker
Ulverstone Kiara Girl Guides
Charlotte Kleboe
Zarah Marshall

Queen's Guide Award
Bowerbank Guides
Brooke Dobson

Ulverstone Galaxy Girl Guides
Kate Fieldwick
Mia Fieldwick
Emma Saltmarsh

Storm Bay Ranger Guides
Rebecca Laing
Cormiston Guides
Shinae Aurik

Ulverstone Lowanna Girl Guides
Paige Lehman
Burnie Narooma Girl Guides
Isabella Luck
Burnie Busy Bees Girl Guides
Bree Rooks

BP Award
Geeveston Hartz Girl Guides
Ruth Shilcock

Devonport Rainbow Girl Guides
Jehanne Clarke
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GOOD SERVICE AWARDS
Grey Kangaroo Award

presented to Kathy Edwards, Linda Durran & Mary Laing
Recipients of this Award have shown themselves to provide sustained Good
Service that makes major demands on their time and resources. They provide
support for others at the strategic level in a specific area (s). They serve their
Guiding community in a way that extends their skills. By extending their skills they
consolidate their ongoing service to Girl Guiding. Organisationally they provide
strategic leadership within their appointed area of responsibility. Those
recognised with the Grey Kangaroo Award are a role model to Guides,
Volunteers and the local community, consistently living the Promise and Law
and abiding by the Code of Conduct.

Kathy Edwards
The award is presented to Kathy Edwards for her sustained role and level of
service as Unit Leader, District Manager and State International Manager. Kathy
has been event Leader for the NW Region, in particular 'Roar'. Kathy seeks
opportunities for her Guides and offers the girls challenges with opportunities to
be part of the wider community and actively participates in International
opportunities such as Japan and India. Kathy's role as International Manager
has seen her take on new challenges learning about the International database
and participating in both State Guiding and International Guiding. Kathy is a role
model to Guides and volunteers.
Linda Durran
This award is presented to Linda in recognition of her achievements around the
country and ongoing support of Girl Guides Tasmania. From her time as State
Commissioner of NT from 2012, to her current roles in Tasmania as a Unit Leader
and on State Committees, Linda has proven that she is a dedicated and
hardworking member of Girl Guides Australia.
Her ability to provide knowledge and guidance to all members has been so
valuable, encouraging her unit members to achieve their best and ensuring
leaders and volunteers receive the recognition they deserve.
Mary Laing
The award is presented to Mary for her sustained role with Girl Guides Tasmania.
Mary has been active in the Outdoors, participating in the Guide/Scout Regatta,
Patchawee and continued to give service with water activities days and state
events. Mary carried out the coordination of the adult participants for FanTAStic
and adult rostering duties for the Jamboree. Mary has actively participated at
grass roots level, and has participated on the property and finance committee.
Mary was previously a State Commissioner and provided outstanding strategic
level participation for Girl Guides Tasmania and at national level.
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Flowering Gum Award

presented to Marilyn Dobbie, Heather Martin & Lyn McCreary
Recipients of this Award deliver good service and demonstrate significant
commitment to GGA in the Local, Region, State, National or World level. They
provide a range of support by coaching and mentoring others which has broad
positive impact on many other members. They share their skill and expertise in a
way that tangibly develops themselves, their team/colleagues and Girl Guiding
as a whole. They undertake extra roles that support Girl Guides Australia and the
achievement of the GGA's mission. Those recognised with the Flowering Gum
Award are a role model to Guides, Volunteers and the local community,
consistently living the Promise and Law and abiding by the Code of Conduct.

Marilyn Dobbie
This award is presented to Marilyn Dobbie for her continued commitment to the
Eastern Shore Trefoil Guild. Marilyn has held the position of secretary on many
occasions and has continued to support Girl Guides and the movement. Marilyn
has volunteered at many of the catering events including Sunship Earth,
Guide/Scout Regatta and the Australian Trefoil Guild Gathering, where she has
provided assistance with transport and making many items for the 'trade table'.
Marilyn has constantly put her hand up for helping other members, especially
when it comes to transporting others to meetings so they can continue being
active members.
Heather Martin
The award of Flowering Gum is presented to Heather Martin for her commitment
to Guiding Tasmania as a member of the Archives Committee, especially after
the fire at Guide House. As a long term member for over 50 years, Heather lives,
supports and promotes all aspects of Guiding and the Trefoil Guild throughout
the State, attending the Annual Trefoil Guild Gathering, including helping at the
AGM and often volunteers to be minute secretary at these gatherings. Heather
is a quiet achiever and her contribution to Guiding makes her a worthy recipient
of the Flowering Gum Award.
Lyn McCreary
The award of Flowering Gum is presented to Lyn McCreary for her sustained
commitment to Guiding Tasmania. As a member of the Archives Committee
especially since the fire at Guide House, she has been involved in sorting and
collating the many donations of badges and uniform items. Lyn's ongoing
service to Guiding and the Glenorchy Trefoil Guild over the past 26 years
through her role as secretary. 'No task is too hard and Lyn lives by the Guide
Promise, always very supportive of fellow members'.
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Emu Award

presented to Kristen McLagan & Robyn Harrison
Recipients of this Award have demonstrated intensive service to Girl Guides
Australia at the State, National or World level. They have demonstrated their
support for other members, acted as a significant role model and developed
the capacity of the Organisation. They positively support others by using a wide
range of skills to make significant impact across many areas. They provide
support to Girl Guiding, managing operations and/or strategies with their highly
effective and influential approach. Those recognised with the Emu Award are a
role model to Guides, Volunteers and the local community, consistently living the
Promise and Law and abiding by the Code of Conduct.

Kristen McLagan
The award is presented to Kristen McLagan for her enthusiasm and
indispensable hours of work within her Unit and District. Kristen contributes within
the community and fundraising events for her Guides and attends camps and
events such as the Guide/Scout Regatta. Kristen continues to offer girl-led
programs and is committed to having her Guides seen in the community, both
in her local area and the Burnie District. Kristen facilitates a challenging program
for her unit, she gives encouragement and supports other leaders within her
District and Region and provides opportunities for girls to partner with other
organisations in the community.
Robyn Harrison
The Award is presented to Robyn Harrison for her sustained position of Booking
Officer for the campsite Orana. Robyn has always been on the end of the phone
at any time of the day or night and making sure that all bookings are dealt with
promptly. Over these 20 years Robyn has been asked many challenges of
herself and she has taken on board all that is asked to support Girl Guides
Tasmania and Orana. Robyn has dedicated m,any hours to her role as Booking
Officer and many more hours on the Committee. Robyn firmly believes in what
Guiding can offer to all girls and adult members.
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Wattle Award

presented to Ronita Ireland-Barratt
Recipients of this Award have demonstrated an effective contribution to GGA at
the Local, Region, State, National or World level. They provide support for others
beyond their primary role. They show regularly how to serve Girl Guiding by
identifying and fulfilling needs which have a positive impact on others. Those
recognised with the Wattle Award are a role model to Guides, volunteers and
the local community, consistently living the Promise and Law and abiding by the
Code of Conduct. Recipients of this award actively and positively contribute to
the work of Girl Guiding through their participation in activities, events or by
undertaking specific roles.
Ronita Ireland-Barratt
The Award is presented to Ronita for her service to GGT, particularly her passion
for the outdoors. Ronita has led her guides in many outdoor activities, including
the Guide/Scout Regatta and other camps. Ronita is a quick thinker and is very
flexible co-leading two units. She continues to ensure her girls participate in as
many activities as they can, including kayaking, raft building sleepovers, camps
and service work. Ronita ensures they follow a girl-led program using the
elements and fundamentals of the Australian Guide Program.

Banksia Award

presented to Barbara Phillips
Recipients of the Banksia Award provide service to their community through
consistently achieving the outcomes of their primary role as well as providing
support to other volunteers and the broader Guiding community at the Local,
Region, State or National level. They take on extra duties and roles in support of
the organisation. Recipients support the policies and procedures of Girl Guides
Australia and develop Guiding by encouraging, supporting and contributing to
information sharing and skills of the Adult members.
Barbara Phillips
Barbara has continually worked in the Wellington District. Barbara has
coordinated the biscuit campaign for the District for most of these years and
held a lot of other roles.
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Volunteer Awards

presented to Ian Abernathy (Finance & Property Committee)
Bill Folder, Ray Fox, Mike Wilson, Chris Smith, Chris Wilson, Garth Johnson, John
Kruse, David Harrison (Orana Campsite Committee)
Recipients of this Award are recoginsed for ongoing support of Guiding as a non
member volunteer

Ian Abernathy
The Award is given to Ian Abernathy for his continued volunteering for GGT as a
member of the Finance and Property Committee. Ian has provided valuable
insight on property ownership for GGT, has brought professionalism and
explained the complexities of property ownership to the committee. Ian
supports the McIntyre Region and assists with fundraising and children's
activities such as Agfest, Big Bash and AFL matches.

Bill Folder, Ray Fox, Mike Wilson, Chris Smith, Chris Wilson, Garth Johnson, John
Kruse and David Harrison
These awards have been given to these members of the Orana Campsite
Committee for all their continued volunteering at GGT Orana Campsite. Projects
and jobs they have completed include mowing, trimming trees, weeding,
spreading mulch, filling the soft fall for the playground, inspecting and repairing
playground equipment, painting and general maintenance. These are just some
of the many examples of their years of dedicated service to Girl Guides
Tasmania and the Orana Campsite.
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YEARS OF SERVICE
AWARDS
60 Years

Betty Beament

55 Years

Phyl Wyatt

50 Years

Jill Davis
June Foster
Sue Graves
Heather Martin
Audrey Wells

45 Years
Vicki Dow

40 Years

Peg Evans
Lyn Muir

35 Years

Jen Barron
Sue Brocklehurst
Bev Brooke
Joan Bunker
Lyn Commane
Jane Dent
Robyn Harrison
Judy Knowles

30 Years

Jillian Alderson
Cynthia Geard

25 Years

Margaret Bishop
Mary Laing

20 Years

Felicity Andrews

5 Years

Kate Cotter
Samantha Gadsby
Georgina Gaffney
Nicola Galloway
Alanna Hartog
Fiona Hingston
Rachael Knott
Kate Wheeler
Annie Young

3 Years

15 Years

Katrina Barnett
Lesley Bennell
Ann Brittain
Laura Cooper
Marcia Gourlay
Trudy Anne O'Halloran

10 Years

Marie Boden
Lisa Jackman
Leanne Littlejohn
Amelia Needer
Susan Peacock
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Anna Andrews
Larissa Jerrim
Aurora Kostezky
Sophie McCoull

1 Year

Tahlia Antippa
Shinae Aurik
Brooke Dobson
Suzanne Godfrey
Brittany Hales
Rebecca Laing
Kelly McIntosh
Jessica Roberts
Vivien Sarich
Louise Scott
Nicola Weller

PATRON
Her Excellency Professor
the Honourable Kate
Warner AM, Governor of
Tasmania
BOARD
State Commissioner:
Joanne Folder
Deputy State
Commissioner:
Lynne Watson

Consultative & Appeals
Committee
Barbara Harrison
Helen Abernethy
Anne Crummy
Helen Geard
Jane Dent
State Guiding Committee:
Learning & Development
Manager
Vacant

GGA Board Director:
Kate Alcorso

Outdoor Activities
Manager
Anita Kerrison

State Treasurer:
Julie Purves to 04/2019

International Manager
Kathy Edwards

State Council
Representatives:
Lisa Jackman
Suzanne Godfrey
Cristie Potter to 03/2019
Georgina Gaffney from
04/2019

Program Manager
Crystal Adams from
09/2019

Co-Opted Board
Directors:
Aurora Kostezky
Jennifer McKenzie from
04/2019
STATE APPOINTMENTS:
Finance & Property
Committee:
Ian Abernethy
Joanne Folder
Hannah Jennings
Kristina Brown
Julie Purves to 04/2019
Sue Graves
Cheryl Wilson
Narelle Lobdale

Environmental Consultant
Theresa Moore to 07/2019
Olave Manager
Kate Rumney to 07/2019
Claire Davis from 08/2019
Trefoil Guild Advisor
Bev Brooke
Property Committee
Representatives:
Helen Larner
(Nindethana)
Sue Folder (Orana)

REGION MANAGERS:
McIntyre
Vacant
North-West
Laura Anderson
South-West
Vacant
South-East
Jenny Piemontese
Awards Committee:
Linda Durran
Sue Manning
Sue Graves
Kerryn Bendtsen
OTHER STATE POSITIONS:
Archives Contact:
Heather Martin
Scout Guide Regatta
Contact:
Kathy Cane / Lyn Muir
14-17 Consultant:
Anita Kerrison
Queen's Guide Liaison:
Anita Kerrison
ADMINISTRATION:
State Executive Officer
Mary Coulson from
05/2019
Administration Officer
Sue Davidson
Communications
Officer
Sarah Whitfort
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Girl Guides Australia
National Office
Suite 103, Level 1, 100 William St
Woolloomooloo, NSW 2011
T: (02) 9311 8000
E: guides@girlguides.org.au
www.girlguides.org.au

Girl Guides Tasmania
State Office
1/8 Percy St
Bellerive, TAS 7018
T: (07) 6244 4408
E: office@guidestas.org.au
www.guidestas.org.au

